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(Twenteenth) Survey about quality of 3DXChat

Response Details
Answers

09

Comments

39

1

17%

268,304,425

268,282,536

268,266,602

268,259,321

268,253,188

268,244,356

My biggest issue with 3DxChat is that the game does not cater enough to the FEMDOM community. There is a
big BDSM community on 3DxChat but sadly- its tailored to the men being in the dominate roles. However,
there is a huge community of people interested in female domination. The game needs to feature more
options of poses for femdom and also add chastity options to the game. Please create a dance for the males
on stripper poles!

Yesterday, 6:33PM

Make people stay and enjoy the sex but also all the moments around it. People are often extremely bored on
the game and that makes them leave. Make us play cards, give us group hugs, idk, make us have FUN. :) Or
and a nice spanking while having sex would be cool :P

Saturday, Oct 8th 2:4

This platform has a lot of potential, but unfortunately it still lacks many basic things. You want to do great
things, that's fine, but you should think logically. Some examples: The 3DXchat universe is meant to be on
islands. This is very good. Put objects related to the sea. We only have one boat in the prop. Our avatars can't
even swim. Put clothes that go with it (for men and women), bathing suits, diving suits, objects related to the
beach, swimming etc. You put a house for us when we arrive. That's great. Put us objects of the house, animals,
that kind of things. You put the option to get married. That's fine. Put the clothes that go with it (for men and
women), objects related to the wedding, that we could change with the color etc. The devs gave the women
pairs and pairs of socks, but the men don't have a damn pair of socks! What's the big deal?!

Friday, Oct 7th 3:19P

Overall, I’m very happy with 3dx. I appreciate that creating a good stable product takes time so I’m willing to
wait for well-tested updates. My absolute personal wish is that there would be poses that allow mouth or
fingers to breasts. I know this is more difficult because of differing breast sizes but with some effort, I believe
it can be achieved.

Friday, Oct 7th 12:21

I like the game. It’s hot and there’s an interesting community behind it. I just wanna see this game be the best
it can be.

Thursday, Oct 6th 7:

3DX is much better than it was and is getting better all the time and whilst I don't always agree with the new
things ... like soooo many bras and panties that seem to be for futas when us normal sized girls have like 3 or
4. Wouldn't be so bad if the big bras and panties resized themselves like the small panties do. But apart from a
few minor gripes I am quite happy with the direction 3DX is going

Friday, Oct 7th 1:12A

In general this is THE sexgame out there. Keep up the good work!

Friday, Oct 7th 1:12A

More hair choice please. Would love that for female users such as myself. Also maybe larger dicks for those
who have them. <3

Friday, Oct 7th 12:14

268,244,231

268,242,951

268,221,299

268,199,978

Absolutely love the game. To reach and retain a wider audience though, it needs to be more stable and a few
more 'quality of life' features need to be included. I think it can be very daunting for new players at the
moment.

11:26AM

Don't know what else to say ? Fix Bugs first & the rest of the issues will be easy-peesy, Lemon-Squeezy{ as they
say}.

Thursday, Oct 6th 2:

wish for longer hairstyles fpr woman

Wednesday, Oct 5th
5:07PM

You should be able to transfer xgold to another user or other account Ways you can do this: Clicking send gift,
it pops up two options, one to send a regular gift and another to send a xgold gift, which if you click xgold gift
you can enter an amount, for example 5,000 and hit send. Or you can add it so when you login to the 3dxchat
website, it has the option to click send gold, from there you can type in the username and the amount and hit
send. I think a lot of people will like this feature and felt it should of been added already.

Wednesday, Oct 5th
1:50AM

And please give us an option to highlight player names from my friendlist in the rooms.

Tuesday, Oct 4th 8:4

Don't remove accidental features (ability to spin in place, partner pose teleporting) before fixing actually real
bugs (falling through the floor, new clients not receiving correct run/walk states, stair collision box not scaling
properly with its mesh).

Monday, Oct 3rd 5:1

I love the game, it would be nice to get more stuff for the rp community be it fantasy or sci-fi, it helps making
the game fun even after a while

Monday, Oct 3rd 3:1

268,176,315

268,142,436

Thursday, Oct 6th

268,130,663

268,070,037

268,063,728
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PLEASE GIVE US THE ACTIONS that Achat has to go with your EXCELLENT Graphics! ALSO, if you could give us
a DANCEsync, like partner, function for up to 6 it would make a group party passibel and let people dance to
the music beat! Thank you.

Monday, Oct 3rd 12

The last update add a rly nice clothing editor!!! I hope they 'll soon add more clothe with this editor (still no
panties, short skirt, long dress... Ect)

Sunday, Oct 2nd 2:4

water level not stable for some rooms which are user made. Load room all good, go to room water level drops
-1, back to edit to fix

Sunday, Oct 2nd 11:

I loved the new update, although I really miss short curly hair, bob style, it's the one I actually have and I love
it, I wish you could put it in the next update, what I don't like at all, is the possibility of putting color and
drawing to the name of the avatar, I would like to know why it is at such a high price, who can afford to put
the name of color for more than 288,000 golden, this is crazy... at least yes it was permanent, but for a month
or a year, it is an ABUSE, so you are only going to get the avatars to show themselves with an air of superiority,
with the avatars that cannot afford that, since in this game there is no store to buy clothes or accessories and
we all have the same opportunity, do the same with color names, I would love to wear my color name, but I
can't afford to pay for 1 year or every month either. What you have done, putting the prices so high, you have
passed 3 towns, you should be ashamed, I am very angry

Saturday, Oct 1st 12

The game is wonderful, the animations are wonderful, the graphics are wonderful, most of the players are
wonderful, but there is a small amount of extremely toxic players who hide behind anonymous avatars and
troll others and take pleasure in being nasty and mean and bring everyone down. I've been playing this game
for over 6 years and I know it happens. Over time this hurts the 3DX community because people leave and do
not stay. New people find it unwelcoming and leave. I was very happy to see the Discord have moderators to
stop the type of extreme trolling which was happening on the forums for so long, if we are honest, it's only a
handful of the same people doing it but they are extremely persistent and delight in making new characters
and accounts to upset others for sheer pleasure. The game itself also needs moderators. We can't prevent
these trolls making new characters and appearing as new people, but a moderator could easily put a
block/timeout on someone who is abusing chat and nip-it-in-the-bud at the time. This all mostly goes on and
takes place in WC World Chat, and is easy to monitor. This little group of people who continually upset other
players as a kind of sadistic personal sport are hurting the reputation of the game and ultimately hurting us all
because the community could be so much larger and the income could be so much higher which would mean
more developments and improvements for everyone. Please consider installing some ingame moderators to
shut these people up and stop them abusing others. It's out of control most days. Thanks.

Saturday, Oct 1st
10:30AM

Just more things to do in 3DX, like mini games, also more options for Role Playing, maybe adding options for
condoms etc. Just being able to play a lot more realistic would be a good thing

Saturday, Oct 1st 7:2

5555หกห

Saturday, Oct 1st 4:4

555555

Saturday, Oct 1st 4:4

Saturday, Oct 1st 4:2

267,999,726

One more thing I have trouble with is believing that someone really approved the pricing of the Name editors.
Those should not be as expensive as they are, it could literally cost someone nearly a thousand dollars for the
full works of a name edit, and as little as 100 bucks a year for just a single color change.

267,996,968

would like to be able to turn off tits wobble on my character and have it affect what other people can see. If
I'm playing a crossdresser character or an athletic girl with minimum size tits, the bouncing looks weird. A cup
tits don't bounce like jugs.

Saturday, Oct 1st
12:00AM

Only few bdsm poses.....

Friday, Sep 30th 10:0

I love the game, I would love more development but at the same time I’m happy with the product.

Friday, Sep 30th 9:27

Overall I love the update. It feel like a path in the right direction. One thing of course I still would like to see is
a few details like creampies and clocks covered in hot cum while we just keep fucking. Would love to see some
messy dirty sex get encouraged.

Friday, Sep 30th 9:20

Players need to have a but more freedom about clothes / poses . I am sure they can help a lot and improve RP
situations . New futures are also needed for better Roleplaying . In genereal if the community have access to
make clothes poses etc , the game will be even better. Also There is a huge problem with afk peoples. Paying
10€ for afk simulator lol?

Friday, Sep 30th 9:03

Too much disconnects... before it used to happen once a week, but now it's every nights, every days, is too
much, please look into it.

Friday, Sep 30th 8:58

Here for the long haul!

Friday, Sep 30th 8:18

268,042,625

268,030,994

268,026,868

268,003,749

268,002,761

268,000,807

267,999,823

267,999,818

267,995,443

267,994,847

267,994,744

267,994,541

267,994,376

267,993,745
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Been thinking a long time now you need to add pointy ear options. Also, more diveristy in cumshots poses
would be great. Like massive bukakke loads. Fountains of cum. Buried in cum look for Avi if shot over and over,
just paste it on. We have had the same standard options for a long time. Also more sound options ( ie grunt
and groans, etc) for Avi. The standard fuck sounds get old pretty quick. I often turn off my sound in sex
because it is irritating to hear the same loop over and over. Maybe have option on side bar for some naughty
words during sex for both men and women, not just words but growls and snarls. Can make it random when
you hit it. Idk just some ideas for ya. Love the game , been here for years, keep up the good work.

Friday, Sep 30th 8:00

This game has a lot of awesome features. I am absolutely addicted to it! There's so much potential to add more
and improve further! Keep up the great work everyone! <3

Friday, Sep 30th 7:29

Friday, Sep 30th 7:33

267,993,104

As always, you guys, need to wake up, and actually work on the game. Hire people if you need to ! Or let your
community, help you by creating clothes, poses, avatar customisation! And also, what's the point of doing
survey like these every month, if you're not going to listen to your community ? It's absolutly pointless

Friday, Sep 30th 7:33

267,993,067

I think Gizmo is doing great. I see complaints about things in the 3dx discord server a lot of impatient, needy
people and I don’t think people focus enough on the positives. I think the updates have been amazing and I
have fun when I’m online. Great job Gizmo, you are very talented! :)
I am missing in the game: more lesbian non-strap-on posen. Some poses for stroking/squeezin/licking and
sucking breasts and nipples. Some "shuffle dances" The Option to Set names to the dance numbers. The
Option to highlight the names of people on my friendlist (but too late after the last update because of the
costumized name styles) The Option to write a Text in the World editor

Friday, Sep 30th 11:3

Great game ????

Friday, Sep 30th 8:56

The bugs got worse with the newest update again. Clothes to not fit to each other. 3DXChat is not worse 50
USD a year

Friday, Sep 30th 12:2

just needs a video player that will literally make 3dxchat so much money its worth spending time to develop to
make that money, think they should add it asap

Friday, Sep 30th 12:1

267,993,589

267,993,269

267,984,520

267,982,330

267,968,620

267,968,300
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